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If your child is learning to read with phonies at school, or you are teaching them at home using this method, it makes sense to use easy reading books that support sound teaching. These books help your child to practice specific sound rules, containing words that can be played using these rules. If your child encounters a word they do not know they
can decode by breaking the word into units (or phonemes) and fusing together the sounds of each of these units. While easy-to-read books based on phonetics are perfect for practicing phonological rules, the vocabulary can sound strange sometimes when the author uses a word that follows a particular phonetic rule, rather than choosing the more
appropriate word. There is also the risk that the child will focus so much on decoding words that begin to lose the meaning of what they are reading. If you find this is a problem, try reading authentic texts books easy to read along with phonebooks. These are written without any specific phonic regulations in mind and, through repeated readings, are
a good way to build your child's ability to recognize words in sight. Eventually they'll have to do it to read fluently. It is useful to think of books of easy phony readers in two categories: The first category contains series of books that are designed to introduce the phonic sounds to your child in a gradual and systematic way. The second category
assumes that the child already has a knowledge of the basic phonic rules, and provides practice in using these rules in engaging stories. You can read more about each of these categories of phonebook below, along with a selection of my favorite easy books in each category. Phonics books for the introduction and practice of sounds In these easy-toread books new sound is introduced gradually in while working through the series. A lot of repetition of these new sounds within each story helps kids practice the sound sound sound the sounds and memorize the rules of music. These books tend to be grouped into levels and there are more books per level to provide the best practice. Most people
think your son already knows the sounds of consonants. As a result of the gradual introduction of sounds, these books, in particular those in the early stages of the series, tend to have short and concise sentences with unusual and less flowing words of regular books. Some children may be disappointed by this as they do not seem to be reading a true
story. On the plus side, however, your child should gain confidence when they find they are able to read most of the words they encounter. Now I'm Reading Now I'm Reading is a popular series of easy-to-read books in the United States based on phonetics. There are four levels, with three books at level 1, two at level 2 and one book each at levels 3
and 4. Each book contains ten humorous stories that have a main character and a complete print line. Each story focuses on a different sound, model or skill and each level is based on the last. For example, level one uses a simple and repetitive text that focuses on the sounds of short vowels, the sounds of simple consonants and some words of sight.
Level 2 introduces long vocal sounds and Level 3 introduces new vocal sounds, consonant and double consonant combinations. Read more Bob Books Bob Books from Schoelastic contains short stories that introduce sounds in a systematic way and words of common sight. The series comes in five sets on three different levels. Each set contains 8-12
books for the child to read, with one or two lines of text per page. The first set focuses on the letters of the alphabet, the sounds of short vowels and some visual words. The second group strengthens what was learned in the first set with more text per page, more plural, more words view, and some mixtures. The following sets introduce more
mixtures, composite words and visual words with longer text. Read more Starfall~Learn-to-read every story in the impart to read phonics phonics has a specific short-vowel, long-vowel or other basic reading rule. All stories can be read interactively online on the popular Starfall website, complete with the introduction of sound at the beginning of the
book into a catchy song. Or, if your child prefers to hold a physical book, you can buy a box set of all 15 books. LeapFrog Tag Learn to Read Phonics Book Series For those who have LeapFrog tag readers, your child can now use their reader with the LeapFrog tag Learn to Read the Easy-to-Read Book Series. The funny stories combine with the rich
audio to help children identify the sounds of the letters and hear how they meet to form the words. There are four sets, with six books in each set. Each set introduces a range of different skills: short vowels, long vowels, consonants and advanced vowels. Oxford Read Tree “Floppy’s Phonics” Oxford Reading Tree is currently a very popular teaching
resource in UK schools and one of the synthetic sound programs they offer is Floppy Phonics. Each Floppy Phonics book is paired with the introduction of clearly defined sounds and is fully decodable so that your child can practice their phonographic skills at home. The immersive stories involve all the same groups of characters that many children
grow up to love. By purchasing the “Read at Home” book series you can be sure that your child will not read these particular titles at school. Songbirds Oxford Reading Tree’s Songbirds is another synthetic sound program offered by Oxford Reading Tree features stories by The Gruffal’s best-selling author, Julia Donaldson. Easy-to-read books provide
a systematic introduction to sounds through funny storyles with a variety of characters. The following easy-to-read books focus on on phonic sounds practicing rather than learning from scratch. Often they are still present in a series, and it may be that some books of the series focus on some seal rules. However, there is much lessThat in those books
specially designed to introduce sounds to your child. It is assumed that your child will already have a knowledge of the basic phonic rules and the purpose of these books is just to provide further practice. Usborne Phonics Stories for Young Readers Usborne Phonics Stories for Young Readers is a collection of 12 engaging stories about different
animals that contain largely words that can be resonated using basic sound rules, although some irregular words are included. Each book contains a range of different sound sounds that your child should be familiar with before reading these books. You can buy stories individually, which have folding flaps, or as a collection. Usborne Very First
Reading is a series of accurately structured books, based on the principles of synthetic phonic. The first books begin with the introduction of simple letters sounds and subsequently the books progress towards more complex sounds, complicated spelling patterns and longer words. Stories are imaginative and well illustrated in bound books. In the first
seven books, take the reading with your child on turn, with your part that becomes smaller as the books progress to the eighth book that your child is reading alone. On the back of each book, puzzles are supplied to strengthen new skills. My son and I loved these books, but we discovered that a book was not enough at every stage to completely
incorporate the rules introduced. Now I see that Usborne introduced new titles that join the first seven books. Read More Jolly Phonics is a popular synthetic phonic program used in the UK to teach young children the sounds of basic phonic letters using funny actions. Jolly readers are decodeable books that exercise and rely on this basic sound
knowledge. I am in four levels with three series for each level containing stories of narrative and saggy. The first level begins with the 42-letter sounds taught in Jolly Phonics and introduces some visual words. Long Long and other alternative vocal spelling are introduced at later levels. Phonic Readers from Ladybird are a set of ten exciting books for
children who have completed their initial learning and are ready to read books with an ever-expanding vocabulary. Your child starts at the first level and gradually progresses through the series. Each story is about a different superhero and is a bit longer than the last one, using a more advanced vocabulary. The special puzzle pages “Supereroe
Secrets” on the back of each book help build understanding skills. You can also enjoy: You are here: Home Ã¢ 1286; Âo Early Reading Help~1286; Phonics Easy Reader Books Can’t find what you’re looking for? Try looking for him here. Can’t find what you’re looking for? Try looking for him here. Here.
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